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Welcome to CASI
On behalf of the ISA and the local organising committee, I would like to welcome you
to the 32nd Conference of Applied Statistics in Ireland. I am delighted to say that the
organisers and I have been able to put together a meeting that has a diverse and high
quality set of invited and contributed talks and a very active poster session. We hope
that you find the meeting to be both a relaxing and interesting end to the academic
year.
We would like to give a big thanks to our sponsors for their valuable support that has
allowed us to subsidise the cost of student registration by e 100. Keeping the registration
fee as low as possible has been one of our goals this year in the hope that as many
members of the statistics community in Ireland and beyond could attend.
I hope that you enjoy the meeting.
Yours sincerely,
Simon Wilson
Chair of CASI 2012
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What role should formal risk-benefit decision-making play in the regulation of
medicines?
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The development of a specialised system dynamics model for healthcare
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Developing longitudinal models for monitoring progressive chronic diseases in
computerised GP records
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Costing stroke patients using Phase-type models
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Census 2011 Planning and Overview
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Brett Houlding, Trinity College Dublin (page 23)
Considerations on the UK re-arrest hazard data analysis: How model selection
can alter conclusions for policy development?
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9:40
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Wednesday, 14:05

What role should formal risk-benefit decision-making play in
the regulation of medicines?
Deborah Ashby
Imperial College London

The regulation of medicine requires evidence of the efficacy and safety of medicines,
and methods are well-developed to deal with the latter and to a lesser extent the former.
However, until recently, assessment of risk- benefit especially in relation to alternatives
has been entirely informal. There is now growing interest in the possibilities of more
formal approaches to risk-benefit decision-making. In this talk, we review the basis
of drug regulation, the statistical basis for decision-making under uncertainty, current
initiatives in the area, and discuss possible approaches that could enhance the quality
of regulatory decision-making.
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Wednesday, 14:45

The Development of a Specialised System Dynamics Model
for Healthcare
Janette McQuillan, Adele H. Marshall, Karen J. Cairns
Queen’s University Belfast

System dynamics is a form of simulation modelling which involves the development of
a simplified model which initially attempts to replicate the behaviour of a real-world
system over a given time period (Forrester, 1961). This replication is then subsequently
used to make inferences regarding how the system of interest operates in the future. The
dynamic behaviour of a system is primarily caused by the systems structure (Sterman,
2000). This structure is made up of feedback loops, delays between cause and effect
and nonlinearities existing amongst the system components (Sterman, 2000). There has
been a huge increase in the use of system dynamics within the healthcare domain over
the past number of years (Brailsford, 2008). Some of the applications include the representation of patient flows, the spread of sexually transmitted diseases, chronic disease
management and resource allocation problems.
This paper proposes the development of a combined approach which integrates a system dynamics modelling approach with a conditional phase-type (C-Ph) distribution.
The conditional phase-type distribution extends the Coxian phase-type distribution by
conditioning it on a Bayesian network (Marshall et al, 2003). Although it is not limited to being conditioned on a Bayesian network, other approaches that can and have
been used include classification trees, clustering and logistic regression. Coxian phasetype distributions are a special type of Markov model that describes duration until an
event occurs in terms of a sequence of latent phases (Marshall & McClean, 2004). The
Bayesian network enables the inclusion of a network of inter-related variables and associated probabilities.
Combining these two approaches will lead to a more enhanced understanding of how a
complex system changes over time. This will not only allow users to gain an insight into
the causes of system behaviour but also gain a solution to solving problematic behaviour
of such a system. This could result in a system that will operate more efficiently. The
system dynamics approach will allow for an aggregate view to be taken of the various
processes involved within the system whereas the C-Ph distribution will enable a more
detail specific representation of individual entities within the system.
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Wednesday, 15:05

Developing longitudinal models for monitoring progressive
chronic diseases in computerised GP records
Dr Rosie McNiece1 , Dr Penelope Bidgood1 , Prof. Simon deLusignan2 ,
Zalihe Yarkiner1 , Sybel Joseph1
1
Kingston University
2
University of Surrey

An increasingly important area in the development of statistical methodology lies in
determining methods, techniques and applications to deal with large complex longitudinal data sets. Such data are routinely collected across many areas of daily life and
there is an increasing desire to utilise this information across many sectors including
health, education and business. Developing appropriate techniques and adapting existing methodologies to facilitate the investigation and analysis of such data is a challenge
for the statistical community. This project focuses on the health sector, specifically in
developing and applying a longitudinal modelling framework to investigate the natural history of chronic disease, using routinely collected GP records for almost 1000000
patients. The aim is to develop methodologies for identifying and evaluating factors related to the diagnosis and management of chronic diseases; and to provide mechanisms
for recognising early indicators of chronic disease which could be used in early diagnosis
and preventative treatment. Here the application is to Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD),
a relatively recently recognised condition that affects up to 10 percent of the population.
CKD is a multi-stage, progressive disorder, most commonly diagnosed when well established; and associated with increased all cause mortality and co-morbidities. The aim
here is to use statistical methods to further understanding of the currently unknown,
natural history of CKD and its complex associations with other conditions. Early indications suggest adaptations of structural equation modelling (SEM), and generalised
estimating equations (GEE) may be appropriate, both of which are being routinely used
in the growing field of statistical analysis of very large datasets. The methodologies
developed should be applicable and adaptable to any other progressive chronic disorders
where long term management of a deteriorating condition is required. This talk will
be of interest to statisticians, particularly to those working in the health and medical
sectors. Also to those who work with complex, longitudinal data sets and are interested
in the issues and problems encountered in the process.
Keywords: Longitudinal data, Structural Equation Modelling, Generalised Estimating Equations, Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD), Routinely collected data.
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Wednesday, 15:25

Costing Stroke Patients Using Phase-type Models
Sally McClean1 , Jennifer Gillespie1 , Bryan Scotney1 , Ken Fullerton2
1
University of Ulster
2
Queen’s University Belfast

Stroke disease places a heavy burden on society, incurring long periods of hospital
and community care, with associated costs. Also stroke is a highly complex disease
with diverse outcomes and multiple strategies for therapy and care. Previously we have
developed a modeling framework which classifies patients with respect to their length of
stay (LOS); phase-type models were used to describe patient flows for each class. Also
multiple outcomes, such as discharge to normal residence, nursing home, or death can
be permitted. We here add costs to the previous model of the whole care system and
obtain results for moments of total cost for an individual patient, cost of a cohort of
patients and also the separate costs in different phases and stages of care.
Based on stroke patients’ data from the Belfast City Hospital, various scenarios
will be explored with a focus on comparing the costs of thrombolysis, a clot-busting
drug under different regimes and also assessing patient quality of life, as measured by
Quality-adjusted life years (QALYS). The overall modeling framework characterizes the
behavior of stroke patient populations, with a focus on integrated system-wide costing
and planning, encompassing hospital and community services. Within this framework we
can develop complex scenarios which take account of patient heterogeneity and multiple
care options.
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Wednesday, 16:20

Fast Sequential Parameter Inference for Dynamic State
Space Models
Arnab Bhattacharya, Simon Wilson
Trinity College Dublin

An important problem in sequential Bayesian inference of dynamic state-space models
is the inference on parameters. While a lot of work has been done, and still is being
done in the estimation of the state process in real time, the important issue of parameter
estimation in real time has been looked at only sporadically. In Bayesian inference, the
parameters in the dynamic state-space model generally have a non-Gaussian posterior
distribution and holds a nonlinear relationship with the data. Addressing the challenges
of sequential parameter inference provides the focus for the research contributions presented in this thesis.
The state process evolves over time as a first order Markov process according to
a transition density and the observations are assumed to be conditionally independent
given the states and parameters. Bayes Law and the structure of the state-space model
are used to sequentially update the posterior density of the model parameters as new
observations arrive. Fast functional approximation updates of the posterior distribution
of these parameters are provided. These approximations rely on already existing state
estimation techniques such as the Kalman filter and its nonlinear extensions, as well as
the integrated nested Laplace approximation. The approximate posterior is explored at
a sufficient number of points on a grid which is computed at good evaluation points.
The grid is re-assessed at each time point for addition/reduction of grid points.
This new methodology of sequential updating makes the calculation of posterior both
fast and accurate. Also the new methodology can be incorporated into any existing online
inference method that provides the filtering and prediction density of a state process.
Finally, the above method is applied to three different state-space models namely, linear
model with Gaussian errors, nonlinear model and model with non-Gaussian errors, and
the progress over existing methods has been discussed.
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Wednesday, 16:40

Reversible jump Riemann manifold Hamiltonian Monte
Carlo
Jason Wyse1 , Nial Friel2 , Mark Girolami3
1
Trinity College Dublin
2
University College Dublin
3
University College London

We explore how the recently introduced Riemann manifold Hamiltonian Monte Carlo
(RMHMC) methodology (Girolami and Calderhead, 2011) can be extended to allow one
to explore Bayesian model uncertainty.
Hybrid or Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) sampling uses an auxiliary variable
termed the momentum p ∈ Rd to help exploration of the posterior π(θ|y). The momentum comes from a d-variate Gaussian distribution with zero mean and constant
variance-covariance matrix T . Focus then shifts to the joint density of θ and p. If we
denote the log of the posterior by L(θ) = log π(θ|y), the negative joint log density of θ
and p is
1
1
H(θ, p) = −L(θ) + log{(2π)d |T |} + pT T −1 p.
2
2
Samples of θ may be optained by proposing p from its marginal density and then integrating H(θ, p) along a path of constant energy. Exact integration is not possible, so
numerical (leapfrog) inegrators are used and a Metropolis-Hastings accept/reject step
employed to ensure correctness. Peformance of the algorithm is highly dependent on the
choice of mass matrix T . Girolami and Calderhead try to overcome this by scaling this
mass matrix according to the current position in space by setting it to be


∂2
G(θ) = Ey|θ −
L(θ) ,
(1)
∂θ∂θT
the expected Fisher information for θ plus the information from the prior. They introuced an integration scheme which is time reversible and volume preserving ensuring
correctness of the algorithm when a Metropolis-Hastings step is used to accept/reject
proposed points.
In essense, RMHMC provides an automatic scaling of the proposal distribution by
adapting to the geometry of the posterior distribution. A natural next step in the
development of this methodology is to understand how this adaption can be exploited in
situations where there is model uncertainty. The algorithm which we describe illustrates
how RMHMC can be embedded in a reversible jump MCMC framework (Green, 1995).
A scheme for proposing a jump from a model Mk to a model Ml is illustrated in Figure
14
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Figure 1: The mechanism of the between model RJRMHMC move from model Mk to
Ml and an illustration of its reversibility.
1, showing how the algorithm will give a time reversible Markov Chain. The additional
leapfrog steps within each model should bring us to an area of high posterior density,
and thus it is hoped will lead to better mixing.
We hope that this newly introduced methodology will serve as a starting point for
research in this direction. We apply our algorithm to logistic regression model choice and
to the analysis of finite mixture distributions with an unknown number of components.
Girolami, M. and Calderhead, B., (2011). Riemann manifold Langevian and Hamiltonian Monte Carlo methods (with discussion). Journal of the Royal Statistical Society,
Series B, 73, 123-214.
Green, P. (1995). Reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo computation and Bayesian
model determination.. Biometrika, 82, 711-732.
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Wednesday, 17:00

Semiparametric modeling of photovoltaic energy production
Brabec Marek, Jurus Pavel, Pelikan Emil, Eben Krystof
Institute of Computer Science, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic

In this paper, we will present a statistical modeling framework for prediction of
electric energy produced by photovoltaic farms with horizons of substantially different
lengths. Our statistical models use output of numerical weather forecast (NWF) models
and/or climatology in fine spatial resolution as inputs, so that they can operate on various scales of spatial aggregation. Main NWF output used is the SWDOWN (short wave
downward direct solar radiation), but that has to be corrected for the incoming light
geometry and estimated amount of diffuse light and adjusted for several other covariates.
Since the NWF models are obviously not perfect, our statistical model can be perceived
as a complex calibration procedure to produce better (less biased and less variable)
estimates and predictions of generated electricity. We will also discuss shortly several
alternative loss function choices for the estimation and prediction quality checking. Our
main approach is based on semiparametric regression models of GAM (generalized additive models) type. The nonparametric part consists of several smooth terms modeled
flexibly by smoothing splines with penalties estimated from data. Nonparametric part
is necessary because exact shape of several nonlinear terms involved in the calibration
is unknown a priori. When dealing with climatological inputs for long-term prediction,
some of the essentially linear relationships are changing coefficient magnitudes seasonally, leading to time-varying coefficient models (in our case, with periodic spline parts).
These are handled within the GAM as well. They can be very useful in understanding
the way weak points of the NWF predictions, i.e. the periods where the underlying
physical mechanisms are much more complicated than in the rest of the year.
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Wednesday, 17:20

Bootstrap Prediction for Volatilities in GARCH processes
Bei Chen
McMaster Univerisity

Forecasting volatility plays a key role in assessing risk in financial markets. An
important tool for modeling volatility dynamics is the class of generalized autoregressive
conditional heteroscedastic (GARCH) processes (Engle, 1982; Bollerslev, 1986). In this
paper, we propose a novel, fast and distribution-free re-sampling method for constructing
prediction intervals (PIs) of volatilities following the GARCH models. Our main idea
is: using the generalized least squares (GLS) to estimate GARCH parameters and then
applying the residual/blockwise bootstrap algorithm to find the empirical distribution
of the future volatilities. The simulation studies show that the proposed method is
computationally efficient and provides sharp, well-calibrated PIs of volatilities. Due
to the similarity in structure, the proposed methods can be further extended to the
autoregressive conditional duration processes (Engle and Russel, 1998). We will establish
the consistency of our approach and illustrate it by applications to Yen/U.S dollar daily
exchange rate and IBM transaction data.
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Thursday, 9:00

Inference for population dynamics in the Neolithic period
Richard Boys
Newcastle University

In this talk we study the spread of the Neolithic incipient farming across Europe
using radiocarbon dates. We model the arrival time of farming at radiocarbon-dated,
early Neolithic sites by a numerical solution to an advancing wavefront. We allow for
(technical) uncertainty in the radiocarbon data, lack-of-fit of the deterministic model
and use a Gaussian process to smooth spatial deviations from the model. Inference
for the parameters in the wavefront model is complicated by the computational cost
required to produce a single numerical solution. We therefore employ Gaussian process
emulators for the arrival time of the advancing wavefront at each radiocarbon-dated site.
The model is validated via predictive simulations.
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Thursday, 9:40

Bayesian Palaeoclimate Reconstruction with Stochastic
Volatility Models
Andrew Parnell1 , John Haslett2 , James Sweeney2 , Thinh Doan2
1
School of Mathematical Sciences, UCD
2
School of Computer Science and Statistics, TCD

We present a Bayesian model that reconstructs palaeoclimate from proxy data taking
into account of a wide range of uncertainties. The model contains two parts, a likelihood representing the probability distribution for proxy data given climate, and a prior
distribution on climate change. For the first part we build a nested zero- and N-inflated
Binomial model via set of modern calibration data fitted using the integrated nested
Laplace approximation. For the prior we propose a normal-inverse Gaussian Levy process, through which we can quantify the variance behaviour underlying climate change.
We fit such a model by employing a severe cutting feedback assumption which allows us
to factorise the posterior and thus produce extremely efficient simulations from it. We
illustrate our proposed model by reconstructing climate from 120,000 years ago to the
present for Lake Monticchio in South-Central Italy.
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Thursday, 10:00

Variable Selection in Multi-Parameter Regression Models
Kevin Burke, Gilbert MacKenzie
University of Limerick

Abstract
When modelling data parametrically we use a distribution which has multiple
parameters. However, interest is usually focussed on one of these parameters. For
example, in GLM (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989) the location parameter, µ, is the
interest parameter which is related to covariates via g(µ) = Xβ. The dispersion
parameter, σ 2 , is often treated as a nuisance parameter. However, this view of
treating variance (and covariance) parameters as nuisance has been challenged in
recent times e.g. Pan and MacKenzie (2003), Rigby and Stasinopoulos (2005) and
Lee and Nelder (2006).
When modelling multiple parameters simultaneously, variable selection becomes
more complicated. This is especially true when parameter orthogonality (Cox and
Reid, 1987) does not hold. Indeed, parameter orthogonality is an idealized situation.
We introduce a variable selection algorithm for use when simultaneously modelling
parameters. The algorithm is motivated by a finding which suggests that partial
uncorrelatedness of regression coefficients may be present. We will show this lack
of correlation by simulation and apply the variable selection algorithm to real and
simulated datasets.

References
[1] Cox, D. R. and Reid, N. (1987): Parameter Orthogonality and Approximate
Conditional Inference, Journal of the Royal Statistical Society B, 49, 1-39.
[2] Lee, Y. and Nelder J.A. (2006): Double hierarchical generalized linear models,
Applied Statistics, 55, 139 – 185.
[3] McCullagh, P. and Nelder, J. (1989): Generalized Linear Models, Chapman and
Hall/CRC.
[4] Pan, J. and MacKenzie, G. (2003): On model selection for joint mean-covariance
structures in longitudinal studies. Biometrika, 90, 1, 239 – 244.
[5] Rigby, R. A. and Stasinopoulos, D. M. (2005): Generalized additive models for
location, scale and shape, Applied Statistics, 54, 507 – 554.
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Thursday, 10:20

John Nelder and Generalized Linear Models
John Hinde
NUI Galway

Generalized linear models were first introduced 40 years ago in the paper by Nelder
and Wedderburn. This talk will consider the developments that led John Nelder to this
idea, some controversies that raged for many years, and how John’s role in developing
statistical computing systems played an important part in ultimately establishing glms
as a basic core of applied statistical modelling. We will finish with a quick review of
where we have come in these 40 years.
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Thursday, 11:00

Census 2011 Planning and Overview
Gerry Walker
Central Statistics Office

Gerry Walker has been involved in the last three Censuses and is Head of Processing,
Geography and Data processing in Census 2011. Gerrys presentation will give a flavour
of the scale and challenges associated with the Census. He will describe the census
from the planning phase to the publication of results on the web. Covering project and
staff planning, Introduction of Geographical information Systems,Census Designation,
utilisation of IT, Publicity, Data Processing and the 2011 Census output program.
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Thursday, 11:40

Considerations on the UK Re-Arrest Hazard Data Analysis:
How Model Selection can alter Conclusions for policy
development?
Brett Houlding, Simon Wilson
Trinity College Dublin

The offence risk posed by individuals who are arrested, but where subsequently no
charge or caution is administered, has been used as an argument for justifying the
retention of such individuals DNA and identification profiles. Here we consider the UK
Home Office arrest-to-arrest data analysis, and find it to have limited use in indicating
risk of future offence. In doing so, we consider the appropriateness of the statistical
methodology employed and the implicit assumptions necessary for making such inference
concerning the re-arrest risk of a further individual. Additionally, we offer an alternative
model that would provide an equally accurate fit to the data, but which would appear to
have sounder theoretical justification and suggest alternative policy direction. Finally,
we consider the implications of using such statistical inference in formulating national
policy, and highlight a number of sociological factors that could be taken into account
so as to enhance the validity of any future analysis.
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Thursday, 12:00

Propensity Scores and Observational Studies
Cara Dooley, John Hinde, John Newell
NUI Galway

Due to the advent of the internet and increased computer power, the creation and
storage of data is becoming more and more usual. Large datasets are generated routinely
in many areas, e.g, patient databases. While this data is not generated in the ideal
randomised control trial paradigm, this data already generated can be analysed as an
Observational Study.
Analysing Observational Studies can require different methods, to allow for the fact
that the data in these studies was not collected using a design to control for bias between individuals. Often, the numbers in the control and group of interest may be very
different, for example there may be many more control individuals than individuals of
interest. One method of balancing observed covariates in Observational Studies is the
use of propensity score, as introduced by Rosenbaum and Rubin in 1983.
The different uses of the propensity score in observational studies will be discussed,
as well as some of the pitfalls which can occur in using propensity scores in balancing
observed covariates. These examples will be illustrated with a dataset from the Irish
Cancer Registry, which contained more than 20, 000 control individuals and 170 cases of
interest.
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Thursday, 12:20

Clustering South African Households Based on their Asset
Status Using Latent Variable Models
Damien McParland1 , Claire Gormley1 , Samuel J. Clark2 , Tyler H. McCormick2
1
University College Dublin, Ireland.
2
University of Washington, Seattle, USA.

In order to assess socio-economic status (SES) trends in the Agincourt region of
South Africa a survey was taken which details the asset status (e.g. livestock ownership,
water facilities, TV ownership) of all households in the area. This data contains binary,
ordinal and nominal items. Datasets such as this are frequently mistreated in many
areas of research. The variables are often handled as if they are all of the same type
which can lead to biased or spurious conclusions. A latent variable model is presented
here which treats each data type appropriately but which allows the mixed mode data
to be analysed simultaneously.
Item response theory is a long established method for analysing binary or ordinal data. The categorical response by observation i to item j is denoted yij , where
i = 1, . . . , N and j = 1, . . . , J. The existence of a latent continuous variable, zij , corresponding to each yij is proposed. The response yij takes the value k if zij lies in a
specific interval. In addition to this a latent trait, θi , models the underlying abilities of
observation i.
These ideas are extended to the nominal case by proposing the existence of Kj − 1
k , for a nominal item with K possible responses. That is:
latent continuous variables, zij
j

k}<0
1
if maxk {zij
yij =
k
k } and z k > 0
k + 1 if zij = maxk {zij
ij
k depends on the latent trait θ .
As in the ordinal case, the mean of zij
i
The models above are then combined and extended to a mixture model which provides clustering capabilities in the context of mixed binary, ordinal and nominal data.
In this case the mean of the underlying continuous variable depends on the latent trait
θi and also on the group to which observation i belongs. This mixture model takes into
account the nature of each variable which leads to more accurate results.
The mixture model is applied to the SES data in order to cluster households into
small homogeneous groups. Interest lies in whether or not there are homogeneous sub
populations and what exactly differentiates these groups from each other. These models
are estimated within the Bayesian paradigm using a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm.
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Thursday, 14:00

Measurement Error
Roland Caulcutt
Caulcutt Associates

Measurement Error Roland Caulcutt is a very experienced statistical consultant who
has trained six-sigma blackbelts in both the chemical industry and the engineering industries. He has lectured in three universities and written several books in applied statistics.
Measurement error is important in all manufacturing companies, but it is treated very
differently in different sectors. Traditionally the chemical industry has focussed on the
difference that is likely to arise when customer and supplier attempt to measure the
quality or quantity of a consignment, whereas the engineering industries have focused
on the variation that arises when many components are measured and how much of
this variation is due to measurement error. The two approaches do not use identical
vocabulary and where they use the same word it may have different meanings. There is
ample scope for confusion.
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Thursday, 14:40

The use of random effects for modelling high richness
ecosystems
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Understanding the relationship between the species in a grassland ecosystem (biodiversity) and the effect the species have on how the system operates (ecosystem functioning) is a key concept for ecological research. As the number of species increases
modelling the biodiversity ecosystem function relationship can become complex. The
Diversity-Interaction model [1,2,3] provides a versatile method for modelling ecosystem
functioning:

y =

s
X

βi Pi + γM +

i=1

s
X

δij Pi Pj + 

i,j=1
i<j

where Pi is the sown proportion of species i present in the plot and M is the overall
sown density of species in the community. The error terms are i.i.d N(0,σ12 ). βi are
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the identity effects for each sown species and the δij represent the pairwise interaction
effects. A benefit of the Diversity-Interaction model is that it can distinguish between
communities of the same species sown at different relative abundances and can identify
individual species effects as well as interaction effects among species. As species diversity
increases the number of parameters required for the model increases and it may not be
possible to estimate all the interaction terms.
Here we develop the Diversity-Interaction mixed model which assumes that the δij s
are randomly distributed i.e. the model is as in model (1) above with the additional
assumption that the δij are i.i.d N(δav ,σ22 ). This additional assumption allows for a
more parsimonious model which still has most the benefits of the Diversity-Interaction
model.
Using the Diversity-Interaction mixed model we modelled the ecosystem function for
a nine species grassland experiment [4] from Jena, Germany. Nine grassland species
were planted in plots at six different species richness levels (1,2,3,4,6 or 9 species per
plot) and the above ground biomass produced was recorded for each plot. A number
of different random effect assumptions were used to examine their effect on the model
fit and the Diversity-Interaction mixed model was then used to explore the stability of
the system across the species richness levels. We found that the random δij assumption
could improve the model fit and that the variability of the ecosystem response decreased
as species richness increased.
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Seasonal Patterns of Irish indoor Radon levels - A Study of
Regional Variability
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Radon levels measured for any duration less than one year are subject to seasonal
variation. Such radon measurements must therefore be adjusted using an appropriate
seasonal correction factor in order to estimate an annual average radon level. Radon
mapping has shown that radon concentrations vary between regions within a country
but there has been little work examining regional variation in the seasonality of radon
levels.
This paper investigates this regional variation in indoor radon seasonality in Ireland.
Regional seasonal correction factors are estimated through Fourier decomposition and
we find that there is significant regional variation in the computed seasonal correction
factors. We conclude that the use of one national set of seasonal correction factors may
not be appropriate in all countries.
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Criteria for design selection which protect against the effects
of observation loss
Janet Godolphin
University of Surrey

Many if not most experimental investigations in the social, medical and agricultural
fields are conducted over a long time-span. The experimental objectives are specified, an
efficient design is chosen and the treatments, plots and subjects are set out at one point
in time; however it may then be weeks or months later before the data become available
for analysis. It sometimes happens that problems occur during the experimentation
process which may cause the loss of some data and/or raise doubt about the reliability
of some recorded data. The consequence of this could be biased or variance inflated
results, possibly a substantial loss of efficiency, or, at the very worst, a disconnected
experiment. The aim of this presentation is to consider criteria for design selection
that help the experimental investigator to minimise the effects of this observation loss.
The criteria will be applied to a number of design specifications and the results will be
illustrated by several examples.
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Is the Gumbel distribution sufficiently flexible to model
annual maxima series of Irish Rivers?
S. Ahian, J. J. O’Sullivan, and M. Bruen
Center for Water Resources Research, University College Dublin

Introduction: Generalised extreme value (GEV) type I (Gumbel) distributions are
recommended for estimating the flood quantiles from single site flood frequency analysis
in Irish river catchments (NERC, 1975). Applying type I distributions is relatively simple
and is associated with lower standard errors of both scale and location parameters.
Corresponding estimates of flood quantiles for shorter period flow records are also more
accurate. However, it remains unclear whether the two parameter type I distribution
of constant skewness is sufficiently flexible to account for variations in the shape of
the flood frequency distribution that can result from floodplain influences in Irish river
catchments. Floodplains provide extra storage to flood water and increase the hydraulic
resistance on the overbank zone, delaying and attenuating the flood wave as it passes
down to the river network. This results in mildly graded flood frequency curves at
gauging stations downstream of floodplains and consequently, the assumption of type I
distribution at these locations may produce errors in estimated flood quantiles.
Objective: This paper identifies the influences of floodplain attenuation effects on
flood wave propagation and the significance this may have when undertaking a flood
frequency analysis at a particular site. Seven floodplain affected Irish rivers (the Rivers
Clare, Dee, Glyde, Maigue, Nore, Suck and Suir) where multiple gauging stations with
long flow records are currently active in the main river stems are considered.
Methods: The study was undertaken in a number of stages. Annual maxima (AM)
and 15 minutes time series flow data from 17 Irish gauging stations of the 7 rivers with
record length varying from 29 to 58 years were obtained. Flood attenuation polygons
which represent the lateral extent of floodplain inundation for different return period
floods were obtained from the Irish Office of Public Works (OPW) for use with a GIS
platform. Initial analysis involved an application of the Hosking et al. (1985) goodness
of fit test that is based on L-moment parameter estimation to identify the GEV family
distribution that best fits the AM data at each of the 17 gauging stations. Results were
confirmed by the application of a modified Anderson Darling (Laio, 2004) goodness of
fit test based on maximum likelihood parameter estimation. Following this, the downstream transformation of the flood frequency distribution in each river was identified by
including the identified GEV distributions in an ArcGIS platform with the flood attenuation polygons. The final stage of the analysis involved a peaks over threshold (POT)
analysis in which independent flood peaks were extracted from 15-minute time series flow
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data at each gauging station. Specified thresholds were set using a rule of independence
as outlined in the Flood Studies Report (NERC, 1975). The extracted POT series facilitated an estimate of the flood peak travel time from upstream to downstream stations
for a range of flow conditions and from these travel times, relationships between wave
speed and discharge for inbank and overbank flows were established. These relationships indicated that travel times were lower for floodplain affected flows and provided
additional support to hypothesis that floodplain influences can produce shifts in flood
frequency distributions.
Results: The Hosking goodness of fit statistical test results and potential percentage
errors in 100 years flood quantile estimation for the seven rivers investigated that could
result from assuming a Gumbel distribution where another GEV distribution is more
appropriate from upstream to downstream gauging stations are shown below:
Clare 30004 (GEV type II) error (-18.18) - 30007 (GEV type III) error (15.57)
Dee 06013 (GEV type I) error (10.87) - 06025 (GEV type III) error (13.14)
Glyde 06014 (GEV type II) error (-7.42) - 06021 (GEV type I) error (7.27)
Maigue 24004 (GEV type I) error (-1.27) - 24008 (GEV type I) error (9.39) - 24082
(GEV type III) error (16.78)
Nore 15002 (GEV type I) error (4.95) - 15004 (GEV type I) error (5.46) - 15006
(GEV type III) error (14.91)
Suck 26006 (GEV type II) error (-18.15) - 26007 (GEV type I) error (-7.35)
Suir 16002 (GEV type I) error (2.53) - 16004 (GEV type I) error (-10.72) - 16008
(GEV type III) error (11.74)
Conclusions: The presence of a GEV type III station in areas where floodplain activity is likely suggests that when gauging stations are separated by wide shallow floodplains without significant intervening tributary inflows, there is an increased tendency
for flatter GEV type III flood frequency distributions at downstream gauging stations.
Results also indicate that in some instances, assuming the GEV type I (as recommended
for analysing Irish river catchments) distribution is incorrect and may result in erroneous estimates of flood quantile at these stations. Where actual data follows a type II
distribution, flood quantiles may be underestimated by in excess of 18
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Assessing the Effects of Informative/Non-informative
Censoring using a Competing Risks Sensitivity Analysis
Adrian Dunne, Xavier Woot de Trixhe, An Vermeulen, Surya Mohanty
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Analysis of time-to-event data in the presence of censoring generally assumes that the
censoring is non-informative, i.e. the censoring is not related to any factors associated
with the event time. Assessment of the possible influence of informative censoring on
the results of the analysis has been described as one of the most challenging problems
in statistical research.
One way to view the informative censoring issue is in the context of competing risks.
Consider the informative censoring to be due to events which compete with the event of
interest in the sense that whichever event occurs first in a particular subject, will censor
all of the other events for that subject. It can be shown that the joint distribution
of the event times and the marginal hazard and marginal survivor functions are nonidentifiable. This non-identifiability is usually overcome by assuming that the survival
times for the competing events are independent of one another, which is equivalent to
the non-informative censoring model.
Given the non-identifiability of informative censoring, a sensitivity analysis is the best
that can be done. This analysis quantifies the effect of the censoring on the parameter
estimates of interest across a broad range of possible dependence between the censoring
and the event of interest. If the parameter estimates are shown to be relatively insensitive
to this dependence, the informative censoring model is not required and the standard
analysis is supported. A competing risks sensitivity analysis can be performed using
an assumed bivariate distribution for the times to occurrence of the competing risks.
One of the parameters in this distribution expresses the level of correlation between the
two event times. The sensitivity analysis is conducted by fixing this parameter at a
particular value and estimating the other model parameters. Repeating this procedure
over a range of values for the correlation parameter and qualitatively examining the
effect on the parameters of interest, constitutes the sensitivity analysis.
This presentation describes a method for competing risks sensitivity analysis that
incorporates the semi-parametric Cox proportional hazards model on the margins. The
idea is to relax the assumption of independence of the competing risks by specifying the
joint survivor function for the competing event times using a copula. The functional form
of the copula together with the value of the parameter controlling the level of correlation
between the event times are assumed to be known in order to assure identifiability of
the model. The marginal hazard functions are modeled using semi-parametric Cox
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proportional hazards models and together with the copula they define the joint survivor
function for the competing risks. This model was applied to the data from a recent
clinical trial and some of these results will be presented.
References:
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Survival data arise when there is interest in the length of time until a particular
event occurs and is one of the oldest statistical disciplines with roots in demography
and actuarial science in the seventeenth century. Survival times are typically subject
to right-censoring, meaning that for some individuals their true survival times exceed
certain censoring times. The typical summaries presented in a Survival Analysis are
estimates of the underlying survivor and hazard functions. In this talk extensions to
the Kaplan Meier estimator are given including plots of the ratio and difference of two
survivor functions.
A useful and underused summary in Survival Analysis is the Mean Residual Life
(MRL) function, which at time t measures the expected remaining lifetime of an individual having survived up to time t. This function completely determines the distribution
of the survival times, and can be used as an alternative to the survivor function. Plots of
the MRL function have the additional benefit of providing survival summaries in units
of time rather than as probabilities.
Estimation of the MRL function in biomedical studies is complicated by the upper
tail of the survivor distribution being unobserved as, for example, individuals may still
be alive at the end of the study period. Observations of this type are right censored,
but differ from other forms of right censoring (drop out, lost to follow up or competing
risks) in the sense that there is no information available after the study termination
time. Various approaches have been developed to estimate the MRL function in the
presence of study termination. In this talk, a novel semi-parametric method is introduced
which combines existing nonparametric methods and an extreme value tail model. The
approach will be demonstrated with simulated and real-life examples.
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Inference on Phase-type models via MCMC with application
to networks of repairable redundant systems
Louis J. M. Aslett, Simon P. Wilson
Trinity College Dublin

Continuous-time Markov chains are widely-used models for repairable systems with
redundancy, with an absorbing state representing failure. The failure time is then the
first passage time to the absorbing state, which is described by a Phase-type distribution.
We consider Bayesian inference via MCMC for Phase-type distributions when data
consist only of absorption times. Extensions to the existing methodology are presented
which accommodate censored data, enable specific structure to be imposed on the underlying continuous time Markov process and expand computational tractability to a
wider class of situations. An example is presented of a simple application to a repairable
redundant electronic system when ultimate system failure time (as opposed to individual
component failure time) comprise the data. This example is then expanded to illustrate
approaches to inference using this methodology for networks of such systems in the very
reduced information setting of overall network failure time. This provides one example
of a class of reliability problems for which the extended methodology improves both
parameter estimation via MCMC and vastly improves computational speed (by several
orders of magnitude) over existing approaches to Bayesian inference.
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Mixture of Sentiment Analysers
Michael Salter-Townshend, Thomas Brendan Murphy
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We have previously explored statistical analysis of online news articles. These articles
were manually annotated by a small group of volunteers as carrying positive, negative or
irrelevant sentiment regarding the Irish economy. Many annotations were missing and
the volunteers were inexpert. The goal was to infer the “true” underlying sentiment of
the articles and to train a classifier on the words in these annotated articles to be used
for sentiment extraction of un-annotated articles.
We found that the manual annotators were systematically biased and we used an
existing Expectation Maximisation method for modelling this using annotator-specific
bias matrices. We used a Naive-Bayes classifier for labelling the un-annotated articles.
This classifier learnt the sentiment carried by the words in the articles based on the
annotated sentiment of the articles and thus found the sentiment of the un-annotated
articles.
In that work we were able to show that:
1. Modelling the biases lead to better results than just using a majority vote for which
articles were positive, negative or irrelevant.
2. Joint estimation of the biases and the classifier is more accurate than learning the
biases and then training the classifier.
We now extend this work by exploring a mixture model of sentiment analysers. That
is, rather than each annotator having his or her own bias matrix, we impose a mixture
model with a low number of possible bias matrix configurations. Thus there are groups
of similarly biased annotators. We jointly estimate this mixture model and train our
classifier to learn the sentiment carrying terms.
We expect such a system to be of use in crowdsourcing situations. We detail some
computational challenges and discuss options in the modelling.
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A dynamic probabilistic principal component model for the
analysis of longitudinal metabolomic data.
Gift Nyamundanda, Claire Gormley, Lorraine Brennan
University College Dublin
Metabolomics is the term used to describe the study of small molecules or metabolites present in biological samples. Data sets from metabolomic studies are typically
high-dimensional and have small sample sizes. The abundances of metabolites are also
highly correlated. Moreover, in a longitudinal metabolomic setting, multiple metabolites
are measured from subjects at multiple time points introducing correlation on measurements over time. Hence, classical statistical approaches can not be easily applied due to
the singularity of the covariance matrix.
Traditional principal component analysis (PCA) is currently the most widely used
statistical technique for analyzing metabolomic data. However, the application of PCA
to longitudinal metabolomic studies is limited by the fact that PCA assumes independence of the repeated measurements and it is not based on a statistical model. Probabilistic principal component analysis (PPCA) addresses some of the limitations of PCA.
Here, we propose an extension of PPCA called dynamic PPCA (DPPCA) which can
model longitudinal metabolomic data accounting for the correlation due to repeated
measurements over time. Under the DPPCA model, observation xim at time point m is
modeled as,
xim = Wm uim + im
where Wm are the loadings, and uim is an underlying Gaussian latent variable with
mean 0, and covariance Hm = diag(h1m , . . . , hqm ). The model for the error term im for
2 I ) and I denotes the identity matrix.
sample i at time point m is p(im ) = M V Np ( 0 , σm
The DPPCA model accounts for correlation over time by assuming a first order
2 ) and
stationary autoregressive model and a vector autoregressive model over log(σm
log(Hm ) centered at ν and µ respectively.
2
2
log(σm
) = ν + φ(log(σm−1
) − ν) + rm

log(Hm ) = µ + Φ(log(Hm−1 ) − µ) + Rm
where φ and Φ are the persistence parameters. The innovations rm ∼ N ( 0 , υ 2 ) and
Rm ∼ M V N ( 0 , V ) are assumed to be independent.
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The DPPCA model in combination with linear mixed models (LMM) is employed to
analyze a real longitudinal metabolomic data set. The data set consists of metabolomic
NMR spectra for 18 subjects over eight time points. The evolution of a subjects position
in the principal subspace is explored and metabolites responsible for the structure in the
data at each time point are identified. The effect of time on the two treatment groups
is estimated and metabolites changing over time are identified.
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Missing data are a common occurrence in many scientific investigations. Problems
with missing data include loss of efficiency, loss of power, and the risk of bias. The
presence of missing data also destroys any balance or other aspects of the original design
and consequently any analysis becomes more complex. An obvious simple solution to
these problems is to replace the missing data in some way, however there are problems
with doing this in a nave way. An increasingly popular method of dealing with missing
data is to use multiple imputation, where rather than making just a single replacement
of the missing data we do this a number of times. Properly implemented, multiple
imputation can increase the power of the study and reduce the effects of bias.
Many statistical software packages, such as SAS, SPSS and R now offer multiple
imputation routines. SOLAS is a system designed specifically to deal with missing data
problems. However, there are several different methods in which to impute missing data.
It is therefore of interest to compare the various imputation techniques and also the
software packages themselves in terms of their effectiveness and user-friendliness, noting
that particular imputation methods are often unique to particular statistical software
packages.
As an example, we will use data from a cluster randomised trial measuring the effectiveness of reminiscence therapy for patients suffering from dementia. We will demonstrate not only why multiple imputation is recommended, but also the differences between the various imputation techniques. In addition, we will provide a comparison of
multiple imputation methods available in SPSS, R and SOLAS on these data.
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Statistical Methods for the Detection of Single Nucleotide
Polymorphisms (SNPs) Using New Generation Genome
Sequencers
Ali Sheikhi, David Ramsey
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Genome sequencing includes methods and technologies that are used for determining the order of nucleotides (A, T, C or G) along a DNA sequence. A single nucleotide
polymorphism or SNP is a DNA sequence variation occurring when a single nucleotide
in the genome differs within population members. Initially, we consider a particular site
under a model where there are just two possible alleles. The following results can be
then adapted to the case in which all four possible alleles (variants) may occur. The
most common (rare) allele is termed the major (minor) allele respectively.
Let γ denote the relative frequency of the minor allele. We wish to test,
H0 : The site is not a SNP, i.e. γ = 0,
HA : The site is a SNP, i.e. γ > 0.
Let Ii,j = 1 if the j-th read from individual i indicates the major allele and Ii,j = 0
otherwise. Also let Ai to be the number of minor alleles the individual i has at the site
considered. Ai has a binomial distribution with parameters 2 and γ. Let qj (a) be the
probability that the j-th read indicates the prospective minor allele given that it comes
from an individual with a minor alleles in their genotype. Under H0 the likelihood for
the whole sample is shown in equation 1, and the likelihood for the whole sample under
HA is shown in equation 2:
L(0) =

n
Y
i=1

Li (0) =

n  Y
Y
i=1

(1 − p̂i,j )

j:Ii,j =1

Y

j:Ii,j =0


p̂i,j .






n X
2

Y
Y
Y
2

L(γ) =
γ ai (1 − γ)2−ai
[1 − qj (ai )]
qj (ai ) .
ai


i=1

max

ai =0

j:Ii,j =1

L(γ)

(1)

(2)

j:Ii,j =0

0≤γ≤0.5
Let S =
. We use the likelihood ratio statistic T = 2 ln S. Using stanL(0)
dard asymptotic theory, this statistic will have approximately a chi-square distribution
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with one degree of freedom. A p-value for this test can thus be calculated under this
assumption. It should be noted that this test is carried out for each site. Hence, we
should employ a multiple testing procedure, e.g. the Benjamini-Hochberg (1995) procedure. However, the minor allele frequency under H0 is at the boundary of the parameter
space and so this approximation may well not be appropriate.
We have carried out simulations to investigate the power of the test, defined as the
proportion of actual SNPs found and the false discovery rate, FDR. Based on the results
from simulations, the proportion of real SNPs found is 0.94 and the empirical FDR (False
Discovery Rate) is 0.
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Bayesian MTC models to combine evidence from different
sources:
An application in Rheumatoid Arthritis
Susanne Schmitz1 , Cathal Walsh12 , Roisin Adams2
1
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Bayesian mixed treatment comparison (MTC) models are an extension of meta analysis and provide a flexible methodology to estimating the relative efficacy between treatments where direct evidence is not available or insufficient. Such estimates are essential
for health care decision making to ensure an optimal distribution of funds.
While randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are the gold standard of evidence in health
care, other sources of information, such as observational data or registry data often exist
and provide additional information. This additional data should also be included in
the analysis; there is an argument that real life data gives a more realistic estimate of
efficacy than controlled trials and the Bayesian approach advocates the inclusion of all
available evidence.
In this work we have extended a MTC model to include information from different
trial designs. We have applied three alternative methodologies to data in rheumatoid
arthritis (RA). The aim was the estimation of relative efficacy between five anti-TNF α
antagonists, which are currently licensed for the treatment of RA in Europe. The simplest method, naive pooling, does not differentiate between the trial designs, we cannot
adjust for bias or measure consistency between trial designs. Using additional data to
inform the prior distribution gives us the freedom to adjust for possible overestimation
or variance inflation. The most flexible approach is a three level hierarchical model. It is
possible to adjust for potential bias and estimates on trial design level and overall level
allow to measure consistency between trial designs.
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Development and Comparison of Predictive Models to
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Prostate cancer (PCa) is the most common cancer in European and North American men, and the third most common cause of male cancer deaths [1]. Ireland has
the highest incidence of prostate cancer in all of Europe and our average incidence rate
is 60% higher than the EU average [2]. Unfortunately there are dilemmas associated
with the diagnosis of prostate cancer which has lead to the over treatment of the disease. Currently, three clinical tests are used to determine the significance and extent of
disease which will inform treatment strategies. These include prostate specific antigen
(PSA) which is measured in the serum collected from a blood sample, a digital rectal
exam (DRE) which involves examining the prostate to determine its extent and finally
a transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) guided biopsy which involves inserting a needle into
the prostate to take samples. However, all three of these clinical tests have sensitivity
and specificity issues and thus will lead to inaccurate estimations of PCa significance
(stage) and extent (grade). Additional tests are urgently needed for the correct identification of pre-operative grade and stage. One solution to this issue is to incorporate novel
serum biomarker panels with current clinical tools. Our group are currently developing
and validating novel serum biomarker panels and the development approach has been
published [3]. We have also published the first validation of a subset of this panel [4].
Statistics represent a method of bridging the gap between the scientific laboratory and
the patients bedside. Using various classification techniques, we plan to integrate clinical data with serum biomarker panel data and ultimately develop a prediction model
software package which will lead to more accurate prediction of grade and stage and a
better outcome for the patient.
Data from over 700 Irish patients diagnosed with PCa who underwent a radical
prostatectomy (RP) to remove their prostate was collected through the Prostate Cancer
Research Consortium (PCRC). Using this data we analysed the discriminate ability of
the current clinical tests by developing predictive models using statistical classification
techniques. The techniques investigated included logistic regression, linear discriminant
analysis, random forests, support vector machines, k nearest neighbours, artificial neural
networks and classification and regression trees. The discriminate ability of each model
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was assessed using sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, ROC and AUC. Results showed
each individual clinical test had very poor predictive accuracy. The classification models
combining the independent variables achieved only somewhat better accuracies. This
is due to the fact that the information needed to predict stage at RP is not contained
in the 3 clinical tests currently being used. This research indicates the vital need for
more accurate tests. We have established the discriminate ability of the current clinical
tests and have also identified promising classification techniques for future use, namely
logistic regression, random forests and linear discriminate analysis.
1. Ferlay, J., et al., Estimates of the cancer incidence and mortality in Europe in 2006.
Ann Oncol, 2007. 18(3): p. 581-92.
2. Registry, N.C., Cancer in Ireland 2011, in
http://www.ncri.ie/pubs/pubfiles/AnnualReport2011.pdf. 2011.
3. Fan, Y., et al., Applying random forests to identify biomarker panels from 2D-DIGE
data for the detection and staging of prostate cancer. Journal of proteome research,
2011. 10: p. 1361-1373.
4. Oon, S.F., et al., The identification and internal validation of a preoperative serum
biomarker panel to determine extracapsular extension in patients with prostate cancer.
Prostate, 2012.
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Genome wide association studies of functional traits:
An application to lipid density profiles in type 1 diabetes
Angelo J Canty1 , Marie-Pierre Sylvestre2 , Andrew D Paterson3 , Shelley B Bull4
1
McMaster University, Hamilton
2
CHUM Research Centre, Montreal
3
Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto
4
University of Toronto

Introduction: Genetic studies of lipid traits generally use fasting serum total cholesterol, high density lipoprotein (HDL) and low density lipoprotein (LDL). Plasma lipid
measures obtained by density gradient ultracentrifugation (DGUC) of lipid particles
produce a more informative characterization of an individual’s profile of values on 38
ordered lipid “fractions”. This affords us the opportunity to look for genetic effects only
associated with specific lipid fractions as well as those which are associated with changes
in the overall profile shape.
Application: This work is motivated by the analysis of data from participants in
the Diabetes Control and Complications Trial (DCCT). All participants in this trial had
been diagnosed with Type 1 Diabetes and were followed over time. Complete DGUC
profiles were obtained for 1259 individuals at their final DCCT visit. All participants
also had DNA extracted and this was genotyped on the Illumina 1M chip containing
approximately 1 million single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Our aim is to perform
a genome wide association study (GWAS) to find SNPs showing significant association
with differences in the DGUC profiles. Due to the nature of the assay used to generate
the data, we found missing data and reliability problems in the higher fraction numbers
and so we only analyzed the first 25 of the 38 fractions. Furthermore it is necessary for
our methods that there be sufficient sample sizes in each of the genotypes for a SNP so
we imposed a cutoff of 12 rare homozygotes. This corresponds to a minor allele frequency
of approximately 10% for our study. We also screened SNPs for genotyping quality and
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. This resulted in 661K SNPs that were analyzed.
Methods: We describe two methods of GWAS analysis to find SNPs associated
with differences in the lipid density profiles. The first method conducts a point-wise
analysis of each of the DGUC fractions with a combined p-value for each SNP using
the bootstrap to account for correlation between the fractions. A second method uses a
semi-parametric mixed model (SPMM) analysis to assess association between the SNP
and the entire profile. The SPMM uses penalized splines to model overall profiles by
genotype allowing plots of the fitted profiles by genotype. Inference in the SPMM is
non-standard and we develop a method to test for specific types of genotype effects at a
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SNP. We also compare our methods to analysis of conventional lipid traits using mapping
of the DGUC fractions to lipoproteins as well as standard measurements of lipids taken
at the same visit.
Results and Discussion: SNPs achieving GWAS significance varied across the
methods with some SNPs only identified by full analysis of the profiles. Combining
fraction-specific test statistics or p-values for each SNP caused inflated type-1 error
unless the correlation between the fractions was accounted for. When correlation is
properly accounted for, however, the combined point-wise method performs quite well.
An advantage of the SPMM methodology is that it allows us to plot the fitted profiles
and so can better visualize the differences between fitted profiles with genotype. This
allows for detection of the specific fractions associated with a SNP and the form or
genetic model of that association.
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A statistical model to better understand individual patient
pathways
Shola Adeyemi1 , Eren Demir2
1
Janssen Pharmaceutica NV
2
University of Hertfordshire

The concept of patient flow modelling has attracted managers, commissioners and
clinicians to better understand the operational and clinical functions of the healthcare
system. Understanding major drivers could reduce inefficiencies, improve patient experience, and most importantly lead to a better outcome for patients, carers and taxpayers.
The medical condition which the patient is confronted may require a number of different
interactions between services or departments, such as x-rays, tests and investigations,
surgical operations, etc. At each stage of the care process patients are associated with
an activity and resource use, such as visited departments and the amount of time to
deliver care (e.g. length of stay). Achieving an understanding of delivery of healthcare
is therefore critical.
Related to this, Adeyemi and Chaussalet [1] developed a multinomial logit model to
capture individual babies pathway in the process of care within the neonatal system,
where baby frailties were modelled as random effects. The key idea is that an individual
baby possesses different frailties, and those babies who are most frail will die earlier while
others continue to flow in the system until they are discharged. The approach identified
interesting pathways, such as those that resulted in high probability of death (survival),
pathways incurring the least (highest) cost of care or pathways with the least (highest)
length of stay. Patient specific discharge probabilities from the healthcare system were
also predicted.
In this context, we study individual clinical pathways of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) patients, a source of concern for major stakeholders. Individual
patient pathways from initial admission to hospital through to more than four emergency
readmissions are captured, i.e. tracking individual patient readmissions longitudinally
over the full care cycle overtime, and effectively focusing on chronically ill patients, who
are known to be frequent users of our services, and highly costly.
At each stage of readmission, our model is capable of determining the probability
of subsequent readmission and the probability of discharge, e.g. suppose a patient is
readmitted on two occasions, our model could determine the probability that they are
likely to be readmitted in the third instance, adjusting for variables such as gender,
length of stay in hospital prior to discharge, method of admission and age. Note that
pathways constitute repeated measurement within the individual patient.
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Therefore, given the importance of evaluating patient readmissions, our research
can be of great interest to providers and commissioners of care in England, and other
countries. For instance, better understanding the pathways with the least and highest
cost of care and/or the likelihood of a patient being readmitted given that he/she had a
series of readmissions in the past could enable healthcare providers to allocate resources
(staff, equipment) efficiently and effectively, which may lead to improvement in services
and cost-effectiveness of care pathways.
The national hospital episodes statistics (HES) dataset was used in this study. We
focused on COPD, as it is known to be the leading cause of early readmission in the
UK. From the HES dataset between 1997 and 2004, we extracted 962,656 episodes from
patients who had the primary diagnosis codes corresponding to COPD (ICD-10 codes
J40-J44). A set of 696,385 spells were derived. We developed a generalized linear mixed
model (GLMM) for the pathways through the system with a generic random effects
distribution.
Individual patient pathways from current readmission through to at least four previous readmissions are captured within this model. In this context, current can be
defined as the patient being observed at any stage of progression, i.e. suppose a patient
is on their 2nd readmission, this could be their current and 1st can be their previous
readmission. Here, the focus is to determine the probability of being readmitted in the
third instance. Likewise, if we observe a patient to be in their sixth readmission, this is
recognized as a patient who has experienced four or more readmissions. Hence, fourth
or more readmissions are the current readmission, and we look into the past history of
readmissions to determine probability for their next readmission.
As an example, we illustrate our findings for the group of patients having a current
readmission (3rd readmission) and two previous readmissions (1st and 2nd readmission),
i.e. at most three readmissions. The result of the modelling shows that it is more likely
to progress beyond the current readmission for this group of patient, taking into account
that they have been readmitted twice before, i.e. patients with a current readmission
and two previous readmissions are more likely to have multiple readmission. Females
in this group are less likely to have multiple readmissions after their current and two
previous readmissions.
Across the groups it is less likely for any patient to be readmitted as low risk, that
is, most patients across the group are more likely to be readmitted as high risk patients
as readmission progresses. This might be true since multiple readmissions are clinically
related to advancement in the medical condition leading to more frequent unplanned
admissions.
Using the national HES dataset, we demonstrated the use of clinical pathway to
model probability of progression to multiple readmissions. The models show differences
in case-mix. The clinical progressions to multiple readmissions are modelled using the
GLMM approach. Individual profiles (pathways) of multiple readmissions is a novel
approach that has been modelled to capture patient to patient heterogeneity, which
ensures that individual patients progression to multiple readmission is incorporated into
the model. In the majority of studies, this heterogeneity is not accounted for due to its
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complexity and the lack of availability of data. Though we have only considered COPD
patients, this model could easily be adapted to other disease categories.
[1] S Adeyemi and TJ Chaussalet, Models for extracting information on patient
pathways. In: S McClean, PH Millard, E El-Darzi and CD Nugent (eds.) Intelligent
patient management. Studies in Computational Intelligence (189). Springer, pp. 171182. ISBN 9783642001789 (2009).
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Developing a multi-state Markov model for cardiovascular
disease: exploring computational issues
Karen J Cairns
Queen’s University Belfast

A multi-state Markov model describes how an individual moves between a finite
number of states and is based on the Markovian assumption that future evolution only
depends on the current state [1]. The movements between the states can be understood
upon determination of the transition matrix Q whose elements may depend on time
itself or time-(in)dependent explanatory variables. Such multi-state Markov models will
often provide a relevant modelling framework for investigating the progression of chronic
diseases in medicine.
The R package msm [2] has previously been used to model studies of chronic diseases. msm can be used to fit continuous-time multi-state Markov models to irregularly
observed longitudinal data, using likelihood maximisation. In principle this package can
estimate any form of transition matrix, dependent on the data available. The package
incorporates explanatory variables in the modelling of transition rates through the use
of a proportional-intensities assumption.
The purpose of this paper is to present findings from the development of multistate Markov models for cardiovascular disease, with particular emphasis on explorations
into the computational issues associated with fitting such models together with possible
methods for their solution.
The multi-state Markov models developed in this paper were primarily fitted via
the msm package and based on the PRIME Belfast data set. PRIME Belfast [3] is a
population-based prospective study of coronary events, which is one of several cohorts
considered part of the Consortium on Health and Ageing Network of Cohorts in Europe
and the United States (CHANCES). During the 1991–1994 recruitment period, 2745
men aged 50 to 59 years were examined in Belfast. The entry examination included
standardized questionnaires, measurement of weight, height, and blood pressure, blood
sampling for lipid measurements, and serum and plasma samples for the analysis of
biomarkers. During the 10-year follow-up, subjects were contacted annually and a clinical
event questionnaire was completed. For all possible events, clinical information was
sought directly from hospital or general practitioners’ notes. All details of ECGs, hospital
admissions, enzymes, surgical operations, angioplasties, and treatment were collected,
and death certificates were obtained for supporting information on cause of death.
The simplest multi-state model considered for this data involves three health states:
(i) ‘No CVD’: being free of cardiovascular disease; (ii) ‘CVD’: having a history of cardio53
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vascular disease and (iii) ‘death’. The transitions in such a unidirectional illness-death
model [1] have been determined adjusting for the age of the individual. Thus for example a 50 year old would have less risk of moving to death than a comparable 60 year
old. Such a model was built to include the influence of three heart health behaviours
(smoking, physical activity, and BMI) on the risk of moving to CVD (and death). A
competing risks model [2], to account for different causes of death was also built. In
each case the inclusion of censored observations (patients known to be alive but in an
unknown disease state) increased computational times considerably.
Much computational effort is also expended in calculating the exponential of the
transition matrix, exp(tQ) which is notoriously difficult to calculate reliably [2]. This
is particularly true as the number of states increases as well as when the number of
allowed transitions increases. While the msm package utilises previously determined
analytic expressions for a limited number of the simpler 3, 4 and 5 state models (which
can reduce computational time by over 50% even in the case of simple 3 state models),
consideration should be made of how the exponential of a matrix is determined for more
complex models. This paper will discuss some of the alternative methods that could be
used [4].
Acknowledgements: Thanks to Frank Kee and Mark O’Doherty for providing the
PRIME Belfast data used in this investigation.
References
[1] Andersen P. K. and Keiding N. (2002) “Multi-state models for event history analysis”, Stat Methods Med Res, 11: 91–115.
[2] Jackson C. H. (2011) “Multi-State Models for Panel Data: The msm Package for
R”, Journal of Statistical Software, 38 (8): 1–29.
[3] Yarnell J.W. (1998) “The PRIME study: classical risk factors do not explain
the severalfold differences in risk of coronary heart disease between France and
Northern Ireland: Prospective Epidemiological Study of Myocardial Infarction”,
QJM, 91: 667– 676.
[4] Moler C. and van Loan C. (2003)“Nineteen Dubious Ways to Compute the Exponential of a Matrix, Twenty-Five Years Later”, SIAM Review, 45 (1): 3–49.
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NEW SIMPLIFIED APPROACH TO THE POOLED
ANALYSIS OF CALIBRATION OF CLINICAL
PREDICTION RULES FOR SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS
OF VALIDATION STUDIES
Borislav D Dimitrov, Nicola Motterlini, Tom Fahey
HRB Centre for Primary Care Research, Department of General Practice,
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland, Dublin 2, Ireland

Aim: Estimating calibration performance of clinical prediction rules (CPRs) in systematic reviews of validation studies is not possible when predicted values are neither
published nor accessible or sufficient. Our aims were to describe a simplified approach
for outcomes prediction and calibration assessment and evaluate its functionality and
validity.
Study Design and Methods: Methodological study of systematic reviews of validation
studies of CPRs: (a) ABCD2 rule for prediction of 7-day stroke; and (b) CRB-65 rule
for prediction of 30-day mortality. Predicted outcomes in a sample validation study
were computed by CPR distribution patterns (derivation model). As a confirmation, a
logistic regression (LR) model (with derivation study coefficients) was applied to CPRbased dummy variables in the validation study. Meta-analysis of validation studies
provided pooled estimates of predicted:observed risk ratios (RR), 95% CIs and indexes of
heterogeneity (I2) on Forest plots (fixed and random effects models), with and without
adjustment of intercepts. The above approach was also applied to the CRB-65 rule
(Appendix).
Results: Our simplified method, applied to ABCD2 rule in three risk strata (low, 0-3;
intermediate, 4-5, high, 6-7 points), indicated that predictions are identical to those computed by univariate, CPR-based LR model. Discrimination was good (c-statistics=0.610.82), however, calibration in some studies was low. In such cases with miscalibration,
the under-prediction (RRs=0.73-0.91, 95% CIs 0.41-1.48) could be further corrected by
intercept adjustment to account for incidence differences. An improvement of both heterogeneities and p-values (Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test) was observed. Better
calibration and improved pooled RRs (0.90-1.06), with narrower 95% CIs (0.57-1.41)
were achieved.
Conclusion: Our results have an immediate clinical implication in situations when
predicted outcomes in CPR validation studies are lacking or deficient by describing how
such predictions can be obtained by everyone using the derivation study alone, without
any need for highly-specialised knowledge or sophisticated statistics.
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Temporal Misalignment in Time Series Studies
Thinh Doan1 , Andrew Parnell2 , John Haslett1
1
Trinity College Dublin
2
University College Dublin

Temporal misalignment occurs in a multivariate time series if there are varying uncertainties in the time at which data are being collected. In this poster, a new framework
is proposed to overcome issues related to the modelling and inference of temporallymisaligned time series. Computationally intensive Monte Carlo methods are used for
parameter inference. We illustrate the method through a challenging problem that motivated this work, which is to reconstruct palaeoclimate indexed in both space and time.
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A hybrid approach for modelling traffic flow in motorway
networks
A. Fitzgerald, S. Moutarri, A. H. Marshall
Queen’s University Belfast
Due to the rapid growth of traffic density, the necessity to increase the operational
efficiency and capabilities of intelligent transportation systems (ITSs) has led to the
development of various traffic modelling theories. The major operational issue in developing traffic management models lies in the selection of a suitable methodological
approach whilst making considerations, for the type of input and output data as well as
the qualitative representation and the computational power of the model. Despite the
considerable efforts in the area, there is still not an approach, which effectively models
the various dynamically evolving features of traffic in motorway networks. This paper
aims to introduce a new hybrid macroscopic model, which combines the complementary
features of the Lighthill-Whitham and Richards (LWR) model [2, 3] and an artificial
neural network model e.g. [1, 4], to effectively simulate traffic flow in motorway networks.
The LWR model is, a continuum model based on mass conservation equations, used to
describe traffic dynamics on an unidirectional continuous motorway section. Let ρ(x, t)
be the average density of vehicles at position x and time t, then in the LWR model:
∂
∂
ρ(x, t) +
ρ(x, t)Ve (ρ(x, t)) = 0,
∂t
∂x


ρ(x, t)
Ve (ρ(x, t)) = vmax 1 −
,
ρmax

(1)
(2)

where ρmax denotes the maximum vehicle density on a motorway section, i.e. when
cars are parked bumper to bumper, and vmax denotes the maximum allowed speed on a
motorway section.
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are knowledge-based tools used to identify complex
relationships between inputs and outputs based on the past data and/or to find patterns in the data. The typical use of the ANN approach in the fields of traffic flow rate
forecasting is the estimate of traffic flow rate around intersections. For this aim, a multilayer artificial neural network consisting of three connected layers (the input layer, the
hidden layer(s), and the output layer) is generally considered. The number of neurones
in the input and the output layers is determined by the dimension of the experimental
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data as well as the geometry of the intersection under consideration. In order to estimate
traffic flow rates at intersections, ANNs are constructed using flow rate data collected
by means of inductive loops installed on motorways in the vicinity of intersections.
The hybrid model, introduced in this study, describes traffic dynamics along motorway sections using the LWR continuum model. The boundary traffic conditions, on
each incoming motorway to a junction, are used to determine the flow-rates which serve
as inputs for the ANN associated with the junction. The traffic flow on each outgoing
motorway from the junction is given by the outputs of the ANN associated with the corresponding junction. The forecasted flow rates (i.e. the outputs of the ANN) are used to
determine traffic conditions downstream of the junction. Those will then serve to update
the boundary conditions for the LWR model. The process is repeated throughout the
motorway network.
The key feature of the proposed hybrid model, compared to classical traffic flow
models is its ability to handle large crowded motorway networks.
The proposed hybrid model has been validated on case studies for the motorway junction
between M27 and M3 located in Hampshire (England, UK). The results from numerical simulations highlighted the potential of the model to reproduce satisfactorily traffic
dynamics along motorways as well as around intersections.

References
[1] Bertsekas D P and Tsitsiklis J N (1996). Neuro-dynamic programming. Athena
Scientific, Belmont, Mass: 475-486.
[2] Lighthill M and Whitham J (1955). On kinematic waves. Proceedings of the Royal
Society. A229: 317-345.
[3] Richards P I (1956). Shock waves on the highway. Operations Research 4: 42-51.
[4] Vlahogianni E. I., Karlaftis M. G. and Golias J. C. (2005). Optimized and metaoptimized neural networks for short-term traffic flow prediction: A genetic approach.
Transportation Research C 13: 211–234.
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Creating Realistic and Reliable Analytic and Simulation
Models for Health Care

2
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Frank Dobbs3 , Brian J Meenan2
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Analytic and Simulation techniques are commonly used to reduce queues and optimise resources within healthcare facilities. Analytic models tend to be quicker to
build and are less data intensive than simulation models but due to their mathematical
complexity they are not as well understood by healthcare managers and professionals.
Although simulations are timelier to build and require detailed data to provide a realistic
representation of the environment they tend to be better understood because they can
be built within a user friendly interface, such as Simul8. Simulation has other advantages
including the ability to control variation and compress and expand time. In this paper
we use simulation as a method for validating an analytic queueing model created for an
orthopaedic integrated clinical assessment and treatment service (ICATS) in Northern
Ireland. The analytic model, which assumes an exponential arrival and service time, also
calculates the optimum number of resources required when the queues are found to be
increasing within the department. Using results from our analytic queueing model, we
implement several scenarios within a realistic, user-friendly simulation which includes
some additional variation within the model. This, not only, validates the analytic model
but also helps to convince healthcare managers and professional that our models are versatile, accurate and reliable and can reduce the bottlenecks currently building up within
the orthopaedic department. We have extended this work to an optimisation simulation
model which finds the maximum number of resources needed within the departments to
meet certain constraints that the healthcare managers have to adhere to.
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On the variance of the sample mean of correlated random
variables.
John Haslett1 , Chaitanya Joshi2 , Dina Vrousai1
1
TCD
2
Wiakato Univ, NZ

This paper concerns the estimation of SE(ȳn ) where the sample mean ȳn is formed
from a single set of realisations p
of a vector Y = {Yi ; i = 1, . . . , n} that is explicitly
structured to have SE(y¯n )  σ 1/n . We employ a novel approach based on order
statistics.
One application is in the use of Randomised Quasi-Monte
Carlo (RQMC) in the nuR
merical evaluation of the typically high dimensional f (x)dx. As in simple Monte
R Carlo
this is transformed to integration
over
the
s−dimensional
unit
hyper-cube
as
I s y(z)dz
P
and approximated by
y(zi ) where the zi terms are realisations of s−dimensional Zi ,
each uniformly distributed over I s such that E[Y ] corresponds to the target integral. In
contrast to simple MC, a single multivariate sequence Y , of identically but not independently - distributed random variables, is structured such that V ar(Y¯n )  σ/n. This
is achieved by requiring the Zi to have low discrepancy over I s . The effect is not unlike
stratified random sampling and the problem here is akin to estimating SE(ȳn ) without
having access to any details of the sampling plan. There are two consequences for the
resulting vector Y , in comparison to independent sampling: the empirical cdf formed by
Y is closer to the true cdf; and VY = V ar[Y ] is such that V ar(Ȳn )  σ/n.
The challenge however is to estimate V ar(Ȳn ) from a single sequence {yi ; i = 1, . . . , n}.
Unlike in time series, of which MCMC is an example, and MC a trivial example, the distribution of the corresponding series {Yi ; i = 1, . . . , n} is not stationary; auto-correlation
is not arise. Estimation of VY is not therefore possible. Our approach is through the
sampling properties of the order statistics.
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Comparison of Random Forest and Filtering Methods for
Feature Selection of Biomarker Panels
Belinda Hernndez, Andrew Parnell, Stephen Pennington
UCD

Background
Random Forests (RF) have proven very popular in omic studies and have been widely
used for biomarker discovery. We focus on the advantages and pitfalls of using RF techniques for the production of biomarker panels. In doing this we compare the original RF
method to two newly proposed methods namely Conditional Inference Forest (CF) and
Deterministic Forest (DF) and assess their suitability for proteomic biomarker selection.
We also assess a number of filtering techniques such Correlated Based Feature Selection
(CFS) coupled with RF and Boruta a wrapper for RF.
Random Forests
Random forests are ensemble methods that amalgamate the results of multiple classification trees. The original RF method uses classification and regression trees (CART)
as its base learner. In practice this involves repeatedly producing binary splits on the
data based on a bootstrap sample of observations. These splits are then used to build a
tree which decides between different states. Conditional forests use conditional trees as
their base learner and aim to address the biases in variable selection seen in the original
RF [1][2]. They produce binary splits on the variables based on the conditional contribution of the variable rather than the marginal contribution. Deterministic forests aim
to produce trees of limited size and base the variable importance on the frequency each
variable was used in the forest building.
Results
We simulated 12 proteomic datasets of varying sample sizes (10, 50, 100) and varying numbers of random features (10, 100, 1000, 10000) to see how the accuracy and
consistency of biomarker panels were affected by increasing sample size and increasing
numbers of random noise features. We found that DF selected the least biased biomarker
panels and also found some evidence to support findings that both RF and CF are biased
towards correlated variables[1][2]. This may have implications for biomarker discovery
experiments as spurious correlations may appear as important predictive features in the
resulting biomarker panel.
We also show that the accuracy and consistency of the selected biomarker panels is
considerably improved with increasing sample size and also that filtering techniques over
estimate the AUC and give an over inflated sense of how well the panel has performed.
References
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Short term traffic flow
Tiep Mai, Bidisha Ghosh, Simon Wilson
Trinity College Dublin

Short-term Traffic Flow Forecasting (STFF), the process of predicting future traffic conditions based on historical and real-time observations, is an essential aspect of
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). Even though ARIMA has been widely used
as one of the most precise methods in such a problem, it has several weaknesses: the
exponential decay to the residual mean in multi-step prediction and the slow computation of its multivariate version (VARIMA) due to intractable MA part. Furthermore,
the implicit trend constituted by the difference or seasonal difference operator is not
adaptive to dynamic scenarios such as blocking incident or traffic accident. Hence, in
this work, a spatial temporal model is proposed and the joint forecast is performed on
traffic flow and vehicle number of the link, another important network indicator. Using the additional variable, vehicle number, allows better forecast and adaption to the
dynamic traffic scenarios. Applying this model on an expanded traffic network enables
the prediction of spatial effect from one source to another, which is not accomplished by
previous models. Real time prediction is obtained by parallel and independent inference
on separate links and junctions.
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Modelling Neonatal Outcome and Length of Stay using
Discrete Conditional Survival Models
Adele H Marshall, Kieran Payne, Karen J Cairns
Queen’s University Belfast

Discrete Conditional Survival Models (DC-S) are a family of models capable of representing a skewed survival distribution as a process component preceded by a Conditional
component, which can segregate survival data into cohorts exhibiting similar characteristics with regards to their pattern of time.
The conditional component typically comprises of a graphical structure which captures the nature of data by representing various inter-relationships between variables.
The process component represents the survival distribution of each of the cohorts characterised by the conditional component. This distribution can be represented using many
different methods.
A special case of Discrete Conditional Survival model, is that commonly referred
to as a Discrete Conditional Phase-type model (DC-Ph) (Marshall et al., 2007) where
the Process component of the Discrete Conditional Phase-type model considers the use
of phase-type distributions to represent the survival distribution of time. The Coxian
phase-type distribution represents the survival distribution of the data in question as the
time to absorption of a finite Markov chain in continuous time, when there is a single
absorbing state and the stochastic process starts in the first transient state (Neuts, 1981,
Latouche, 1999). The DC-Ph model has previously been used to represent patient length
of stay within hospital by first categorising patients into cohorts with similar length of
stay using patient characteristics and then based upon this classification, employ the
Coxian phase-type distribution to represent patient length of stay.
This paper wishes to introduce the more recent developments in the Discrete Conditional Survival model and its application to neonatal care. Previous configurations of the
model are shown and the methodology extended to include the use of classification trees,
ADA boosting and random forests in the conditional component of the DC-S model.To
illustrate and test the new configurations of the discrete conditional survival model, a
dataset on newborn infants being cared for in neonatal units is used to predict infant
length of stay given characteristics known at birth.
The conditional component of the discrete conditional survival model in this case
considers the development of late onset bacterial sepsis, which has a significant effect on
infant length of stay. The model is therefore designed to first identify which infants are
at higher risk of developing this infection. Those that are in the high risk category have
their length of stay modelled using regression trees due to the low volume of data, while
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for those at low risk, Coxian phase-type distributions are used to model their length of
stay.
The model is validated by partitioning the dataset into a training subset and testing
subset. This allows the model performance to be measured using the testing subset.
In order to assess the benefits of the discrete conditional survival model, a number of
bench mark models are considered: three parametric proportional hazard models and a
regression tree model.
The performance of all models is compared using validation data, and it is found that
the configurations of the discrete conditional survival model perform very well for the
data in which they are developed. In particular, the configuration of discrete conditional
survival model with ADA boost algorithm for classification achieves good results.
References
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Developments in a Joint Modelling Approach for Northern
Ireland Renal Patients
Lisa McCrink, Adele H. Marshall, Karen J. Cairns
Queen’s University Belfast

Longitudinal data consists of the repeated measurements of individuals collected over a
period of time. Repeated measurements of individuals, particularly for medical longitudinal data, are typically found to have both longitudinal and time-to-event covariates
collected simultaneously. The use of independent models to analyse longitudinal data
that contains informative censoring or to analyse time-to-event data when incorporating
a longitudinal covariate that has been measured with error may give biased results as a
consequence. Instead, a reduction in bias is achieved through a joint modelling approach
that simultaneously models both the longitudinal and time-to-event processes through
maximisation of a joint likelihood for the two processes. If the longitudinal and time-toevent processes are related then a joint modelling approach is recommended to reduce
bias [1].
This research focuses on the joint modelling of Northern Ireland renal data. Previous
research has found that fluctuation in end stage renal disease patients haemoglobin levels
negatively affects patient survival [2]. Accurate modelling of this relationship through
a joint modelling approach for the Northern Ireland data will enable determination of
the factors that cause haemoglobin fluctuations and the extent of which this affects the
survival of end stage renal disease patients.
This research analyses data obtained from the Northern Ireland Renal Information Service and contains approximately 1,300 individuals with a total of over 26,000 observations
collected over a 10 year period (2002-2011). The data has been collected as part of the
routine monthly blood testing for end stage renal disease patients who are undergoing
haemodialysis. It contains information regarding individuals characteristics, blood measurements and treatments administered.
A multilevel mixed model is used to analyse the longitudinal process of the fluctuation
of haemoglobin over time with a time-dependent Cox model being used to model the
time-to-event process. These models are linked through shared random effects and the
parameters estimated through the use of a joint likelihood approach.
To illustrate the appropriateness of using a multilevel model to model individuals fluc66
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tuations in haemoglobin over time, the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) has been
calculated from the correlations obtained from a null random intercepts-only model. The
ICC is found to equal 0.37, thus indicating that 37% of the variability of haemoglobin levels can be accounted for due to the within-individual correlation between an individuals
repeated measurements. This correlation is taken into account through the incorporation of random effects in the multilevel mixed model.
This paper not only details results from the joint modelling approach (indicating the
factors that influence haemoglobin fluctuation and its influence on survival), but also
details the results from comparing the longitudinal and time-to-event sub-models within
the joint model to the corresponding independent models. In particular, the predictive
accuracy of both the joint and independent models for the longitudinal process is compared.
A joint model is found to appropriately model the relationship between haemoglobin
fluctuations and survival of end stage renal disease patients. This work highlights the
reduction in bias achieved when one follows the recommendation to simultaneously model
a longitudinal and time-to-event process through joint modelling rather than independent modelling. Further work will involve an investigation into the appropriateness of
the normality assumption for the longitudinal process in the joint model.
References
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Using the Coxian phase-type distribution to model length of
stay of elderly patients in the Lombardy region in Italy
Hannah Mitchell1 , Adele H Marshall1 , Karen J Cairns1 , Mariangela Zenga2
1
Queen’s University Belfast
2
Universit Milano-Bicocca, Milano

Life expectancy in Western Europe has increased consistently since the 1950s by
around 2.5 years per decade, and it is expected to continue to do so [1]. In Europe it is
predicted by 2050 one third of its population will be over 60, compared to 13% who will
be under 16 [2].With Europeś populations getting older, this leads to further challenges
for health care providers to tackle.
As the population is growing older health care providers will be required to care
for more and more elderly patients. Caring for the elderly is a major challenge, as the
patient may be suffering from any number of ailments at any one time. As a result
elderly patients usually spend longer in hospitals than the rest of the population, either
through needing more rehabilitation, treatment or if nursing homes cannot be found.
This leads to further pressure on hospital resources which are already being stretched,
as well as having the potential of increasing waiting times. With the economic climate
and the population getting older the problems with cost of care and the length of stay
of patients needs to be addressed.
One way of modelling length of stay of patients is by using Coxian phase-type models.
Coxian phase-type models are a specific kind of Markov model which describe time to
absorption, where there is a single absorbing state and the stochastic process starts in
a transient state [3]. This paper will focus on the representation of a data set of elderly
patients in hospital in the Lombardy region.
The data set consists of the admissions in the year 2009 into 13 hospitals (8527
inpatients) situated in the Lombardy region of northern Italy. Each patient is 65 years
old or older, and the dataset gives their length of stay in hospital, where they are from,
how they were admitted into hospital and how they left hospital.
The purpose of this paper is to assess the Coxian phase-type distribution as a suitable
representation of the patient length of stay in Lombardy and evaluate the use of two
different approaches in fitting the distributions. The computer programs, EMpht written
in C and code in Matlab, were used to fit the models and the results compared.
EMpht uses an iterative estimation of the parameters of the phase-type distribution,
using an expectation-maximisation algorithm along with the Runge-Kutta method. The
Matlab code uses the maximum likelihood approach along with the Nelder-Mead algorithm. The results obtained from these computer programs were then compared.
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The Coxian phase-type distribution was found to provide an appropriate representation of patient length of stay in the Lombardy region. It is evident that although the
resulting parameter values differ for the two computer programs, the overall fit appears
to give reasonable agreement. Those fits obtained in Matlab had better log-likelihood
values than those obtained by EMpht.
References
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Bootstrap and Jackknife Methods of Variance Estimation in
Model-Based Clustering.
Adrian O’Hagan, Brendan Murphy, Claire Gormley.
School of Mathematical Sciences, University College Dublin.

Mixture models are a very popular tool in statistical modeling. Such a model is
often fitted by a procedure that maximizes the likelihood, such as the EM algorithm.
Upon reaching convergence, the maximum likelihood parameter estimates are typically
reported, but in most cases little emphasis is placed on the variability associated with
the parameter estimates. In part this may be due to the fact that these are not directly
calculated in the model-fitting algorithm, either because they are not required as part of
the model-fitting process, or because they are difficult to compute. The phenomenon is
particularly prevalent in the field of model-based clustering. The role that the standard
errors can play in model selection is typically neglected. Firstly, they can be used to help
in assessing the uncertainty associated with a parameter estimate and hence whether or
not it should be included in the model. Secondly they can assist in determining the appropriate number of groups when this is under debate. If the standard errors of functions
of parameters are required by the investigator then the delta method allows their computation provided these underlying parameter variances are available. The bootstrap
and jackknife methods are presented here as fast, efficient means of generating variance
estimates for the maximum likelihood parameter estimates in mixture models. These
methods are implemented in both mixtures of Gaussians and mixtures of multivariate
normal inverse Gaussian (MNIG) settings for two motivating datasets.
Keywords
Jackknife; bootstrap; mixture models; model-based clustering; variance estimation;
standard errors; model selection.
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Identifying Subscales of Academic Confidence for Taught
Postgraduate Students
Philip O’Mahoney1 , Kathleen O’Sullivan1 , John O’Mullane2 , Michael Murphy3 ,
David O’Sullivan3
1
Department of Statistics, University College Cork, Ireland
2
School of Computer Science and Information Technology,
University College Cork, Ireland
3
School of Applied Psychology, University College Cork, Ireland

Introduction: An online survey was conducted in 2011 on the experiences of 2,563
postgraduate students studying taught programs in the University College Cork (UCC).
One aspect of this survey explored academic confidence containing 24 items defined by
the Sander and Sanders (2003) Academic Confidence Scale. The items were measured on
a 5-point Likert scale which ranged from “Not at all confident” to “Very confident”. The
items were non-negative statements regarding the students ability to interact inside and
outside of lectures, attend lectures and tutorials, produce acceptable work, and remain
motivated.
Objectives: This study determined the underlying dimensions that contribute to
academic confidence of the taught postgraduate students. The goal of this study was to
obtain subscales of Academic Confidence that would be used in future studies.
Methods The data was examined for suitability for exploratory factor analysis which
was then applied to the 24 items using principle component factor extraction and varimax
rotation. The preliminary analysis of the data selected factors with eigenvalues greater
than 1.0 combined with changes in the slope in the scree plot. A simple structure
was sought where items should attain factor loadings of at least 0.4 (16% overlapping
variance) on one factor and loadings of less than 0.4 on the other factors (Tabachnick
and Fidell, 2001). Items were eliminated if they did not load at least 0.4 on any factor
or if they loaded at least 0.4 on two or more factors (cross-loading). Factors defined by
two or fewer items were not retained.
Results: An initial factor analysis identified six factors. However, the sixth factor
had an eigenvalue of 1.03 and only one item loading on it. In the scree plot, there was
a visible change in slope between the fifth and sixth factor. As a result, a five factor
solution was examined and eight items were identified for removal due to cross-loading.
Applying factor analysis to the remaining 16 items identified four factors. Of the
sixteen remaining items, fifteen loaded largely on one factor and one item did not load on
any factor. Removing the item that did not load and reapplying factor analysis on the
remaining items revealed the presence of a four factor solution. Fourteen items loaded
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substantially on only one factor and one item cross-loaded, which was subsequently
removed.
Based on the remaining 14 items, four factors with eigenvalues greater than 1, explaining 63% of variance, were retained. Each item loaded greater than 0.4 on only
one factor. Four items loaded between 0.6 to 0.8 on the first factor. These items were
indicative of the students’ confidence in their ability to communicate in a lecture environment. Accordingly, the first factor was labelled “Verbalise” (Cronbach’s alpha =
0.7). The second factor also had four items, loading between 0.7 and 0.8, all of which
were concerned with the students’ confidence in their ability to attend scheduled classes.
It was labelled “Attend” (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.8) The third factor had three items
loading between 0.7 to 0.8 reflecting the students’ confidence in their ability to write
and produce assignments to the required academic standard. It was labelled “Academic
standard” (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.7). The final factor had three items loading at 0.7.
These items relating to the students’ confidence in their ability to revise, remain motivated and manage their workload. Accordingly, it was labelled “Study” (Cronbach’s
alpha = 0.6).
Conclusions: Sander and Sanders (2003) identified six factors which shared several items cross-loading. Cronbach’s alphas were within the minimally acceptable to
respectable levels (DeVellis, 1991). With regards to taught postgraduate students in
UCC, fourteen of the original 24 items loading substantially on one of four factors were
grouped according to the students’ confidence in their ability to “Verbalise”, “Attend”,
produce work to an “Academic standard” and “Study”.
References
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Model Choice for the Latent Position Cluster Model for
Social Networks
Caitrı́ona Ryan, Nial Friel
University College Dublin
Keywords: Social Networks, Latent Position Cluster Model, Mixture Model, Reversible Jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo, Variational Bayes, Collapsed Model

Abstract
Network data can be modelled using the latent position cluster model [1]. A mixture
model places each actor in a position in latent space, whereby the probability of a
relationship between actor i and actor j depends on how far apart they are in the latent
space. Actors close in space will be more likely to be connected than those far apart.
This clusters the data and gives a good visual representation of the network.
One issue with this model is that it is difficult to choose the best clustering configuration, i.e. how many groups are most probable in the network. Current literature uses
information criteria such as BIC or AICM. The use of reversible jump Markov chain
Monte Carlo (RJMCMC) [2] can tackle this problem in a principled manner. RJMCMC
allows the Markov chain to jump between models with parameter spaces of varying dimension. Thus simulation over an unknown number of groups is possible. However it is
highly computationally intensive and impractical for large networks.
We propose to use a variational Bayesian split-eliminate algorithm similar to [3] as
a more efficient method of inference for the latent position cluster model [4]. Variational Bayesian methods are implemented by approximating the posterior distribution
p with some fully factorised closed-form distribution q which is ‘close’ to the posterior
distribution. The parameters of this distribution are then optimised by minimising the
Kullback-Leibler divergence between them.
Another possible approach would be to collapse the model i.e. to analytically integrate the clustering parameters out of the model. This would reduce the problem to one
of fixed dimension. The variability in the sampling would also be reduced due to the
removal of parameter uncertainty.
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Model selection for repeated measures in an applied setting
Andrew Simpkin, Chris Metcalfe, Kate Tilling
School of Social and Community Medicine, University of Bristol

In many repeated measures scenarios, questions about the linearity of the response
over time arise. This issue can be dealt with in several ways depending on the goals of
the analysis. The standard approach of linear mixed models assumes that the response
or a transformation of the response is linear over time. Here we review linear mixed
models (LMM) and three alternatives to this in an applied setting.
The use of polynomial effects of covariates in a LMM, sometimes referred to as fractional polynomial mixed models (FPMM), relaxes the linearity assumption and allows
for greater flexibility for modelling nonlinear behaviour. Another alteration to the LMM
is to allow the response to change differently in separate periods of time. This can be
accomplished by incorporating regression splines into the LMM framework. Both regression splines and fractional polynomials in the very least allow for checking the linearity
assumption of a LMM. Finally, in the extreme, one can relax all assumptions and use
nonparametric regression, through functional data analysis, to describe each individuals
response trend over time.
We compare and contrast these four approaches graphically and empirically, highlighting strengths and weaknesses for different questions of interest. For example, if
future predictions for a new individual are of primary concern, a parametric model will
offer more robust prediction. On the other hand, if accurately describing a feature of
the response over time is necessary, then a flexible technique such as smoothing should
be used. If the model needs to be used in a new population, i.e. portable, then simple
models which avoid overfitting to the sample should be employed.
We provide results from repeated measures of prostate specific antigen (PSA), which
is a serum measure used to detect the possible presence of cancer and to distinguish
between aggressiveness of the disease.
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Bayesian residual analysis for non-Gaussian response
models.
James Sweeney
University College Cork

In many applications of interest, the identification of observations which appear
“strange” given a fitted model may be of primary concern. One simple example is the
identification of hospitals with potentially divergent mortality rates.
In the normal linear model setting, where the response variable is Gaussian in nature, there are a number of well defined methods for the detection of possibly abberant
observations. In contrast, when the response variable is non Gaussian or discrete, classical residuals are difficult to define and interpret. In this paper we propose an alternate,
Bayesian approach to outlier detection in non-Gaussian settings using random effect
components. The random effects are used to account for heterogenity that may be
present in the observed counts.
We approximate each posterior random effect as a weighed mixture of Gaussians
thus providing access to classic Gaussian residual theory. We highlight how the posterior random effects expressed in this form have further uses in validation of a-priori
distributional assumptions and the detection of patterns in the data that are otherwise
unobserveable.
The practical use of our method is illustrated with application to a dataset from the
medical research domain.
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Academic Confidence: An examination of Undergraduates
at University College Cork

2
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1
Department of Statistics, University College Cork
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Introduction: A student experience survey was administered to all undergraduate
(UG) students enrolled at University College Cork in 2011. The questionnaire included
the Academic Confidence (AC) scale, which comprises 24 items, each of which is rated on
a 5-point Likert scale, where 1= ‘Not at all confident’ and 5= ‘Very confident’ (Sanders
and Sander, 2003). The AC scale is used to identify students’ confidence in their ability
to prepare, comprehend and follow topics in lectures, attend, and manage their workload.
Objectives: Factor analysis is used to analyse the structure of data to explore the
interrelationships among a set of variables and through data reduction, group similar
variables into factors (Nunnally and Bernstein, 1994). Therefore, the objective of this
study was to apply factor analytic techniques to the 24 items that comprise the AC scale
to identify the underlying dimensions of academic confidence that relate to undergraduate students.
Method: The factorability of the 24 items of the AC scale was examined. Principal
component factor analysis using varimax rotation was carried out on the 24 items of the
AC scale. Number of factors to be extracted was determined by eigenvalues greater than
1. Items with factor loadings of 0.4 or greater on one factor and less than 0.4 on the
other factors were retained. Factors defined by two or fewer items were eliminated (Pett,
Lackey, Sullivan, 2003). Cronbach’s Alpha was used to assess the internal consistency
of the 24 items (Cronbach, 1951).
Results: Exclusion of cross loadings (items which attained factor loadings of at least
0.4 on two or more factors) reduced the AC scale to 23 items, and factor analysis applied
to these 23 items resulted in four factors that explained 56% of the variance. Ten factors
loaded on factor 1, with factor loadings ranging from 0.572 to 0.705. These ten items
relate to an UG students confidence in their ability to study, manage their workload
and attain good grades. As a result, factor 1 was labelled ‘Study’ (Cronbachs alpha=
0.880). Six items loaded on factor 2, with factor loadings ranging from 0.561 to 0.827.
All six items reflect an UG student’s confidence in their ability to interact with lecturers,
both during and outside lectures. As a result, factor 2 was labelled ‘Interact’ (Cronbachs
alpha= 0.829). Four items loaded on factor 3, with factor loadings ranging from 0.584 to
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0.754. These four items concern an UG student’s confidence in their ability to prepare
for scheduled classes. As a result, factor 3 was labelled ‘Prepare’ (Cronbach’s alpha=
0.787). Three items loaded on factor 4, with factor loadings ranging from 0.624 to
0.0.761. All three items reflect an UG student’s confidence in their ability to attend
scheduled classes. As a result, factor 4 was labelled ‘Attend’ (Cronbach’s alpha= 0.676).
Conclusion: Sander and Sanders (2003) identified six factors in the AC scale, however,
several items cross-loaded. In contrast, our study revealed the presence of four factors
that utilised 23 items of the AC scale. Each of these 23 items loaded heavily on one
factor only and the resulting factor items showed good internal consistency. The factors
identified were the UG students confidence in their ability to ‘Study’, ‘Interact’, ‘Prepare’
and ‘Attend’.
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Pett, M.A., Lackey, N.R., Sullivan, J.J. (2003). Making Sense of Factor Analysis. California: Sage Publications.
Sander, L. & Sanders, P. (2003). Measuring Confidence in Academic Study: A summary
report. Electronic Journal of Research in Educational Psychology and Psychopedagogy,
1(1); 1-17.
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Mixed Membership Models for Exploring User Roles in
Online Fora
Arthur White and Brendan Murphy
University College Dublin

Discussion boards are a form of social media which allow users to discuss topics and
exchange information in a complex manner, in a number of different settings. As the
popularity of such message boards has increased, communities of users have emerged,
and several prominent types of social role have been identified, such as Question Answerer, Celebrity, Discussion Person and Topic Initiator. Recent studies have noted the
structural similarity of the egocentric network of users assigned the same role by qualitative criteria. In many cases these roles may have several traits in common, but still
be considered dictinct - for example, Question Answerers and Discussion People may
interact with a similar number of users, but with very different levels of interaction.
In this paper a methodology is developed with which to cluster together users with
similar ego-centric network structures. Each ego-centric network is summarised using
descriptive statistics, and users are clustered using a mixed membership formulation
which allows for the fact that different groups of users may have characteristics in common. The method is then applied to data taken from boards.ie, a medium sized message
boards website. Prominent clusters of users are identified and discussed, and illustrative
examples of user behaviour provided. The type of interaction, both locally and globally,
taking place within forums is examined.
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Source separation of Cosmic Microwave background using
approximate Bayesian inference
Simon Wilson1 , Ji Won Yoon2 , Jason Wyse1
1
Trinity College Dublin
2
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An approximate approach to Bayesian source separation is introduced and applied to
separation of Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation using all sky WMAP data
recorded at five different frequencies. This data is assumed to arise as a mixture of four
sources which includes the contribution from CMB. Sources are modelled by employing
Gaussian Markov random field (GMRF) priors. These are introduced to capture the
spatial smoothness we would expect in an all sky map of CMB and the other radiations
considered. Inference is based on a functional approximation to the true posterior, which
is built up by using a sensibly placed grid in the hyperparameter space. This is close in
spirit to the INLA approximation of Rue et al (2009).
There are two primary challenges with this data analysis task. The first is the size of
the data; each all sky map has about 3×106 pixels making data storage and manipulation
difficult. With data of this size, conventional model fitting is infeasible, and approximate
approaches must be introduced. The second challenge is that the sensible approach is to
model this data spatially. This severely limits the number of accurate approximations
that can be used, since the essence of dependence must be retained. We discuss some
approximations to the GMRF model by performing inference on “windows” or subsets
of the entire data and how these smaller inferences can be parallelized to reduce total
computing time. The ways in which inferences can be pasted together to provide an
approximation to the bigger all sky map are also discussed. From the computational
perspective we also consider how the use graphical processing units (GPUs) could speed
up some of the large matrix manipulations required for this problem.
Rue, H., Martino, S. and Chopin, N., (2009). Approximate Bayesian inference for latent
Gaussian models by using integrated nested Laplace approximations (with discussion).
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, Series B. 71, 319-392.
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